Response to Reviewer #2:
General comments:
The study carried out by Xie et al. implemented a new relative dispersion treatment in
the CAM5 cloud parameterization, accounted for its effect of on autoconversion
process, and assessed its impact on the climate and aerosol indirect forcing. While this
study is suitable for ACP, I have some concerns for the authors to consider when they
revise the manuscript.
Response: Thank the Reviewer very much for the comments.

Specific comments:
1. The title: I am not sure if the new relative dispersion treatment constitutes a “New
cloud parameterization”. I am also not convinced that this study has done enough to
be categorized as a “model evaluation” paper as shown in the title since only global
means, seasonal means, and zonal means are compared with standardized
observational data products. I think this study is a model sensitivity study and the title
should reflect that.
Thanks for the suggestion. We have changed the title and the new title is “Sensitivity
study of cloud parameterizations with relative dispersion in CAM5.1: model
evaluation and impacts on aerosol indirect effects.” Furthermore, we compared key
statistical measures based on global spatial distribution including spatial pattern
correlation and the root mean squared error with observed data products in Table 2
(SWCF), Table 3 (LWCF), and Table 4 (precipitation rate), in addition to comparing
the global means, seasonal means, and zonal means.
2. The results show that the AIF reduces by only 0.1-0.2W/m2 in CAM5, and this
reduction is very small. This is much smaller than the previous study Rotstayn and
Liu (2005), which implemented the same relative dispersion representation in the
CSIRO Mark3 GCM. It will be interesting to discuss the difference between these two
studies.
Thanks for pointing this out. The reduction of AIF in our model is much smaller than

thatt from Rotsttayn and Liiu (2005). W
We think th
hat a main reason
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is thaat the reference
casees are differrent. In Rottstayn and L
Liu (2005), the referen
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the autoconversion parameeterization ((Baker, 199
93; Boucherr et al., 19955) given bellow,
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worth noting
g that the reeduction of A
AIF induceed by
disppersion effeect in this sttudy is mucch smaller than that (a
approximate
tely −0.5 W m-2
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u (2005). Th
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the reference autocnverssion param
meterations. In this study,
s
Eq. (3) with fixed
f
disppersion of 0.4
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The treatmeent of dispersion effectt on cloud droplet
d
effeective radiuus in the default
3. T
MG
G microphyssics schemee in CAM5 is based on
n Morrison and
a Grabow
wski (2007)) and
the new treatm
ment used in
n this studyy is based on
o an earlieer study Rootstayn and
d Liu
(20003). I think it might bee interestingg to discuss why these two formullae are diffeerent
(e.gg., are theyy based on observationns of diffeerent cloud regimes?) and provid
de a
justification off your choicee of the schheme.
Thaanks for poointing this out. We hhave added some disccussions in revision: “The
“
Morrrison-Grabbowski relationship is bbased on sm
mall numberr of measurrements (ε=0.33
for maritime aiir masses and ε=0.43 ffor continen
ntal air massses) reportted in Marttin et
al., 1994, whilee the Rotsta
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ments
L and Dau
um (2002). Also, the Rotstayn-Liu
R
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relationship has no such limit.”

4. Regarding the reference, I think the authors should try to cite other relevant studies
on this subject in addition to their own previous studies, especially when the authors
use strong wordings such as “it is well established: : :”.
Thank you for your good suggestions about adding other relevant studies. In the
paragraph, we have added some important references. Hence, the sentence has been
modified as “It is well established that effective radius (Martin et al; 1994; Liu and
Daum, 2002) and autoconversion rate (Liu and Daum, 2004; Liu et al., 2007; Xie and
Liu, 2009; Li et al., 2008; Chuang et al. 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Michibata and
Takemura, 2015) are both related to the relative dispersion of cloud droplet size
distribution ε (which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
value of droplet size distribution) in addition to droplet number concentration and
cloud liquid water content.”
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